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	Name: Nameless Summer
	Ancestry: Ruinscarred
	Expert: Fighter
	Master: 
	Novice: Rogue
	Professions: Criminal: Urchin         Criminal: Pickpocket          Martial: Peasant Conscript                                                                                                    HistoryBrutalized by barbarians, you barely escaped Luether, stowing away on a skyship to the north. A beloved friend didn't make it, and that haunts you. You haven't earned a name.         
	Talents: Nimble Recovery: Use an action to heal your healing rate, then move up to half your speed (no free attacks).          Trickery: 1/round, make an attack or challenge roll with 1 boon, +1d6 dmg. Opportunist: Once per round, when the total of your attack roll is 20 or higher and exceeds the target number by at least 5, you can take another turn at any point before the end of the round.          Skirmish: As an action, move up to half your speed (no free attacks). Attack during this move with 1 bane but inflict 1d6 extra damage. Fight with Two Weapons: With two weapons, attack with 1 boon.
	Magic: Darkeyes: You can see in areas obscured by shadows as if those areas were brightly lit. Rage: When you fail a will check, you enter a berserk rage for 1 minute. Magical corruption: Your shadow never quite matches your movements.                   Your dagger, pilfered from a Ravalis-aligned nobleman, constantly sheds an eerie red light in a 1 yard radius.           
	Description: You are 30ish, somewhat small but very strong. You are quite ugly with various physical deformities.You have lost a finger, a few teeth, and/or an ear and have many scars. You look after yourself first and foremost. You're not above double-crossing friends.         
	Weapons: Longknife (1d6)         Club (1d6)         Glowing dagger (1d3)                   *With Two Weapon Fighting talent: Attack same creature, 1 bane. Attack separate creatures, 2 banes.         
	Size: 1/2
	Speed: 10
	Defense: 14
	Healing Rate: 6
	Corruption: 1
	Insanity: 1
	Perception: 10
	Power: 0
	Level: 3
	Agility Modifier: 2
	Will Modifier: 1
	Strength Modifier: 3
	Agility: 12
	Intellect: 10
	Will: 11
	Health: 24
	Damage: 
	Strength: 13
	Intellect Modifier: 0
	Perception Modifier: 0
	Equipment: Wealth: You are poor, with little more than the clothes on your back.         Clothing (patched basic)         Sack                                          Hard Leather ArmorTinderboxWaterskinCandle          Coin: Pouch (2d6 bits)Food: Stale loaf of bread         
	Notes: Languages: You speak Modern Calatite and Ruin Speech.                   Religion: The gods have abandoned the World of Ruin, but you believe in nameless spirits of the land.


